The well-known closure concept of Bondy and Chvatal is based on degree-sums of pairs of nonadjacent (independent) vertices. We show that a more general concept due to Ainouche and Christofides can be restated in terms of degree-sums of independent triples. We introduce a closure concept which is based on neighborhood unions of independent triples and which also generalizes the closure concept of Bondy and Chvatal. Let G be a 2-connected graph on n vertices and let u, o be a pair of nonadjacent vertices of G. 
Introduction
We use Bondy and Murty [4] for terminology and notation not defined here and consider simple graphs only. Let G be a graph. If G has a Hamilton cycle (a cycle containing every vertex of G), then G is called Hamiltonian. The set of vertices adjacent to a vertex u of G is denoted by N(v) and d(u)= IN(u For a pair (u, u} of nonadjacent vertices of G, we define of t,,. For a triple {u,u, w} of mutually nonadjacent vertices of G, we define n,,,=IN(u)nN(v)nN(w)l. The closure concept of Bondy and Chvatal [3] is based on the following result of Ore [S] . Theorem 1.1 (Bondy and Chvatal [3] and Ore [8] By successively joining pairs of nonadjacent vertices having degree-sum at least n as long as this is possible (in the new graph(s)), the unique so-called n-closure C,(G) is obtained. Using Theorem 1.1 it is easy to prove the following result. [3] ). Let G be a graph of order n. Then G is
Theorem 1.2 (Bondy and Chvatal

Hamiltonian if and only if C,(G) is Hamiltonian.
Corollary 1.3 (Bondy and Chvatal [3]). Let G be a graph of order n > 3. Zf C,(G) is complete (C,(G)=&), then G is Hamiltonian.
It is well known that Corollary 1.3 generalizes a number of earlier sufficient degree conditions for Hamiltonicity (cf. [2, 5] ). Ainouche and Christofides [l] established the following generalization of Theorem 1.1. 
then G is Hamiltonian if and only zf G+uv is Hamiltonian.
In [l] , the corresponding (unique) closure of G is called the O-dual closure C,*(G). Since Theorem 1.4 is more general than Theorem 1.1 (cf. Cl]), G c C,(G) c C,*(G) (Here 5 means " is a spanning subgraph of"). It is easy to check that GPqr is non-Hamiltonian, and that the addition of any new edge to G pqr yields a Hamiltonian graph. In particular, G&r is Hamiltonian and G,,,+ uv is Hamiltonian, where u and v are nonadjacent vertices of HI and H2 (in G,,,) which are both incident with edges of the added triangles. For these u and v, d(u)+d(u)+d(w)=n+ 1 >n+A,,,, = n for all WET, while G,,+ uu is Hamiltonian and GP4, is not. So we cannot replace n + AU0 in (2) by n + A,,, in order to obtain a more (b) G;,, However, by introducing a new condition and considering cardinalities of neighborhood unions instead of degree-sums, we were able to find another closure concept based on independent triples of vertices.
Results
Let u and v be two nonadjacent vertices of a 2-connected graph G of order n. Recall that T=T,,={wEV(G)-{u,v}~u,v~N(w)} and t=ITI.
For a vertex WET, we let n(w)=IN(w)-TI, and we let ql>qz>,... a~, denote the ordered sequence corresponding to the set {q(w) 1 WE T } . We say that G satisfies the 1-2-3-condition if T= 8 or vi>4 -i for all i with 1 <i < t (Note that t > 1 implies vi 2 3, t 2 2 implies q2 > 2, and ta3 implies ~~211).
In the next section we give a proof of the following result.
Theorem 2.1. Let u and v be two nonadjacent vertices of a 2-connected graph G of order n. If A,,3 3 and
or if AU,<2 and G satisjies the 1-2-3-condition and
then G is Hamiltonian if and only if G+uv is Hamiltonian.
It is not difficult to see that we obtain a unique graph from G by successively joining pairs of nonadjacent vertices u and v satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.1 as long as this is possible (in the new graph(s)). We call this graph the triple closure of G and denote it by TC(G). Since for such pairs T,,=& it is clear that the following holds.
Proposition 2.2. C,(G)E TC(G) for any graph G.
Proof. Let u and v be two nonadjacent vertices of G with
d(u)+d(v)> n. Since t=n-2-d(u)-d(v)+A,
Proposition 2.3. N, _ 2(G) c TC(G) for any graph G.
Without proof we note that the graphs G& have a complete triple closure, i.e., TC(G;qr)=KP+4+r, while, if p, q>4, C,*(GJ,,,)= G& N,_z(G&)= G&, and G&does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.7.
The graphs GPql show that we cannot omit the 1-2-3-condition in Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1
We first introduce some additional terminology and notation. For a Hamilton path u=uluz~~~un=v from u to v we define i*=max{ilv,~N(u)}, j*=min{iIvjGN(o)}, where i, j~{l,2 ,..., n>. If i* >j*, then a constrained cycle is a cycle of the form vlvz~~~v,u,v,_ 1 ~~~v,vl, where r and s (s > r) are chosen in such a way that all vertices Di with r <i<s, if any, belong to T,,.
If P is a path of a graph G, we denote by P that path P with a given orientation; if x, ye V(P), then xpy denotes the consecutive vertices of P from x to y in the direction specified by P. The same vertices, in reverse order, are given by ypx. Analogous notation is used with respect to cycles instead of paths. Before proving Theorem 2.1 we establish two lemmas. 
~N(u)uN(u)uN(w)~3n--A,, for all vertices weX (5) or if ,I,, < 2 and G sati$es the I-2-3-condition and IN(u)uN(v)uN(w))>n-3for all oertices wEX,
then G is Hamiltonian. (respectively) is a Hamilton cycle, a contradiction.
Therefore, by (6) we get X= T and
p+l= min {ilThere is no jE{2,...,r-1) with UjUi, Uj+ianEE(G) and
there is no je{s, . . . ,n-2) with UjU,, UiUj+l~E(G)}.
By the above observations, p+ 1 is well defined.
Let q-l= max {ilThere is no jE{s,...,n--2) with Uiaj, UiUj+lEE(G) and p+l<l<S-I there is no jE(2, . . ..r-1) with UjUi, u~u~+~~E(G)}.
Then q-1 is well defined; otherwise the following assumptions.
If p=r:
Hamilton cycles contradict the ulpuiur+ 1 FU,U,PUi+ IV1 for some iE{2,...,r-1) or U1PU,U,PUi+lU,+ 1iiUiU, for some i~{s,...,n-2). 
.v., = u be a Hamilton path of a 2-connected graph G with i* < j* satisfying the 1-2-3-condition. If ~N(u)uN(u)uN(w)~=n--3 for all vertices WET,
then G is Hamiltonian.
Proof. Suppose G is not hamiltonian.
Let A={uili<i*}, B:={ujIj>j*}, D={t+li*<i<j*} and distinguish the following three cases.
Case 1. 1 b I = 1. Clearly, ID) = 1 implies i* =j* and, since G is 2-connected, there exists at least one edge u,,u4 in G with upeA and v~EB. Let r =min {j > p ( UjEN(V,) > and s=max{j<p I uj~N(u,)}.
Among all possible edges uPu4, choose one for which (r-p)+(q-s)
is as small as possible. If r=p+ 1 and s=q-1, then u~~upuq~zi,uq_l~t~p+lul is a Hamilton cycle, a contradiction.
Hence,wemayassumer>p+1ands=q-1;otherwiseu,+l~Tandu,_,u,+l~E(G) by (9) is a Hamilton cycle, a contradiction.
Hence, we may assume p+26j=r-1. If there is an integer m~(p+ 1, . . . ,j-l} such that u,,,u,EE(G), then we obtain a contradiction in the same way as above. Therefore, by the choice of Uj, IN(w)1 <t -1 for all WET-{up, u,_ 1}, contradicting the 1-2-3-condition (recall that t 2 3 since p + 2 < j = r -1).
If T=&+l, uP+z, . . . ,u~_~}, then tal and IN(w)l>t+2 for some WET, since G satisfies the 1-2-3-condition.
We then proceed in the same way as above. This time we obtain that IN(w t for all vertices MOE T-{v,_ I}, contradicting the 1-2-3-condition (recall that t > 2 since p + 2 <j = r -1).
This completes the proof of Case If there is an edge upu4 with pE{2,...,i*-1) and qE{j*+l,..., n-11, then we proceed as in Case 1. Otherwise, since G is 2-connected, there exist integers pe{2,...,i*-1) and qE{j*+l,...,n-1) such that uPuj*, u,.u,EE(G). Note that j* =i* + 1 and that uq_ lu.~E(G) since TnB=O. As in Case 1, let r=min(j>pIUjEN(U1)}.
We now follow the proof of Case 1 (precisely). Note that u,uj*#E(G) for m=p+ 1, . . . ,r-1, by the minimality of r-p. There is a path Q =u~u,.~%~_~u,~u,u,~ from up to ui* containing up and all vertices of Ui*PU,. Whenever we reach a contradiction in Case 1 by indicating a Hamilton cycle C of G, we can obtain a similar contradiction by replacing uP~vi~ or v$ui. by Q. This completes the proof of Case 2. Case 3. I DI > 3. We distinguish the two subcases TnA =8 and TnA #8. I. TnA=@  If there exist pE{2,. ..,i*-l} and qE{j*+l,...,n-1} such that ug,+E(G), then ~J$J@U,U,_ ,iju P+ lvlis a Hamilton cycle, a contradiction. Now the 2-connectedness ofGimpliesthereexistpE(2 ,..., i*-l},qE{j*+l,..., n-l},sE{i*+l,..., j*}and te:(i*, . . . ,j*-1)suchth t a upuS, u,u,EE(G). Choose s as large as possible and t as small as possible subject to the conditions, and consider two subcases. Ia. sdt.
If i*+2<s
and tdj*-2, then v,_~u~+~EE(G) by (9), and is a Hamilton cycle, a contradiction. Hence, we may assume s = i* + 1 and t < j* -1. Since G is 2-connected, there exists an integer i~{s+ 1, . . . , j* > such that Vi*UieE(G Then the vertices of G are contained in a Hamilton path u= vlvz~~~v~=z). Let i* and j* be defined as before. By Lemma 3.2, i * >j *. There are at least m=max (l, A,,-1) constrained cycles Cr , . . . , C, in G which induce pairwise disjoint subsets Xi, . . . , X, of V(G) with Xi = V(G) -l'(Ci) (i = 1, . . . , m). Among all constrained cycles we can choose one which leaves out X such that the conditions of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied.
This can be seen as follows: If A,, < 2, then (6) is required for all vertices WE T; if A,, >, 3, then notice that, since JXinT I> 1 (i= 1, . . . , m), it suffices to require (5) for at least t -((&, -1) -1) = t + 2 -1," vertices w E T. By Lemma 3.1, G is Hamiltonian, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 0
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